Introduction
The Mobile Harbor(MH) is a new transportation platform which can load and unload containers to and from very large container ships in the sea. It was originally designed to be used in order to improve oversea transportation efficiency in small conventional harbors in which a large ship cannot be at anchor. MH is designed as a catamaran-shaped ship, which is equipped with a precisely controlled gantry crane on the deck and the ship can transport 250 TEUs at a time (MTI et al., 2009 ).
Even though MH is operated outside of the harbor, loading and unloading by the crane can only be performed when MH is affected by no more than very small waves.
For this reason, two types of anti-rolling devices were designed to reduce MH's roll motion, especially in resonant frequency between MH's natural roll and the modal frequency of irregular waves of sea state 3. These two types of anti-rolling devices consist of a passive anti-rolling tank (ART) and an active mass driving system(AMD) Lloyd, 1989; Sellars et al, 1992) . The ART reduces most of the roll motion due to waves; in addition, AMD is used in order to stabilize MH precisely and to allow the crane on MH to work normally. The goal of the roll reduction performance of anti-rolling devices is to achieve a 70% reduction of roll in the resonant regular beam wave condition compared to the case of a nonoperational device.
In the conceptual design stage, it is difficult to confirm the design result of the above anti-rolling devices without modeling and simulation tools. Therefore the coupled MH and anti-rolling devices' dynamic equations in waves were Using the developed coupled equations of motion, the roll reduction performance of the designed ART and AMD, depending on the loading conditions of MH, were assessed based on the concept of resonant roll reduction. In addition, the roll reduction performances of the anti-rolling devices in irregular waves and against loading cargo weight were assessed.
As a result, the developed simulation tools could be used in confirming the performance of the designed anti-rolling devices if those fit into the desired goal.
Equations of Motion

Coordinate systems
In order to describe the motion of MH, two kinds of coordinate systems are defined, as shown in Fig. 1 . The linear displacement is represented in the earth-fixed frame denoted by O-XYZ, while the equations of motion are described in the body-fixed frame denoted by o-xyz. The hydrodynamic force and moment acting on MH can be more easily described in the body-fixed frame than the earth-fixed frame. The origin of the body-fixed frame is the intersection of the longitudinal center line, the water line, and the midship section, and the direction of the positive z axis is upwards. In addition to the above two frames, two body-fixed frames describing the fluid level of right hand side wing tank of ART and the displacement of moving weight of AMD were adopted.
Mobile harbor
MH's six DOF equations of motion can be described with respect to the body-fixed frame as follows: Coriolis and centrifugal force and moment can be described as follows:
where    is the position vector of the center of gravity with respect to the body-fixed frame.
Since the main concern of this motion simulation is when MH loads or unloads cargo at sea without running, it was assumed that the hydrodynamic reaction force and moment due to ship maneuvering could be neglected. Therefore, the only hydrodynamic force is wave related terms, as described in the following:
where subscripts , , and  are Froude-Krylov including hydrostatic force, diffraction, and radiation force, respectively. Froude-Krylov force can be easily calculated by integrating local pressure on MH's surface under waterline which can be obtained by incident wave potential.
Wave diffraction force was calculated by superposition of sinusoidal diffraction terms with respect to every regular wave frequency which consists of irregular waves.
Radiation force which represents the terms due to MH's motion can be described by convolution integral to the impulse response function multiplied by the motion variable's present and past time history as follows:
The impulse response function matrix () can be obtained by inverse Fourier transforming of damping coefficients calculated in the frequency-domain.
Gravitational force can be easily described using the Euler transformation matrix as follows:
where    and   are the yaw-pitch-roll Euler transformation matrix from an earth-fixed frame to a body-fixed frame and the gravity vector of MH described with respect to earth-fixed frame, respectively.
Finally, the forces acting on MH due to anti-rolling devices are described as follows;
where subscripts  , and  are, respectively, the friction, the control due to the actuator of AMD, and the inertia and gravitational terms of the moving water of ART and the weight of AMD. Friction and control terms will not be in the final coupled motion of equations because those are internal forces. However, those factors influence the motion of the controls of anti-rolling devices.
Anti-rolling tank
If the free surface effect can be neglected compared to the inertial and gravitational force of the fluid, the total fluid can be assumed to be a point mass whose center of gravity is The fluid in ART is moved due to its inertia and gravity, as well as MH's motion. Therefore, the equation of the motion of the center of gravity of the fluid is described as follows:
where   and    are the mass of the fluid in ART and its position vector of the center of gravity, respectively.
Subscript  means the ART-related variable.
The time rate of    can be represented using the height of the fluid level of the right wing tank depicted in Fig. 2 as follows:
Gravitational force and moment can be described in the same manner as in Eq. (5), and friction is modeled simply as multiplying the frictional coefficient by the fluid's velocity.
As shown in Eqs. (7) (8) , the equation of the motion of ART can be described by , and it can be represented using a non-inertial Euler equation as follows:
where   ,   , and   are cross sectional areas of the wing tank and duct and the length of ART, respectively.  and   are the gravitational acceleration and fluid density, respectively.
Active mass driving system
While ART is a passive type, AMD is an active type that can bring more robust improvements to the controllability. If it is assumed that the moving weight moves horizontally only and it is a point mass, its equation of motion considering MH's motion is as follows:
where   and    are the mass of the moving weight and its position vector of the center of gravity, respectively.
Subscript  refers to AMD-related variables. The only difference between Eq. (7) and Eq. (10) is the inclusion or exclusion of control force in the forcing term.
According to the above assumption, the time rate of    can be represented using the lateral distance of the moving weight (  ) as follows:
Gravitational force and moment and friction can be modeled in the same manner as in the case of ART. Control force can be considered using the following PD guidance and control algorithm:
where
In Eq. (12),    and    are the control gains of the actuator.
The motion of the moving weight is described as its lateral distance as follows:
where   is  position of AMD and subscript 2 is the second component of a vector.
Cargo
In this paper, cargo was considered only as additional weight on a specific position, so cargo can be modeled in a similar manner to the case of consideration of gravitational force and moment as follows:
where    is the position vector of cargo described with respect to a body-fixed frame.
Resultant coupled equations of motion
According to Newton's third law, the sum of action and reaction force and moment is zero. This law can be described in this paper as follows :
If Eqs. (1), (7), and (10) are added to Eq. (15) and Eq. (14) is added to the resultant coupled equations of motion, the final equation can be described as follows:
3. Simulation of coupled motion
Mobile Harbor and anti-rolling devices
MH is a catamaran-shaped ship that can transport 250
TEU containers and has a gantry crane on deck. Fig. 4 shows a hull shape under a designed waterline, and its principal dimensions are listed in Table 1 . The designed values of AMD and ART are given in Table 2 . 
Impulse response functions
Impulse response functions, which are used in the time domain simulations in order to describe the so-called memory effect, can be calculated using the added mass and damping coefficients depicted in Figs. 5-7 by inverse Fourier transforms. Fig. 9 shows impulse response functions of MH with respect to various loading conditions. As shown in Fig. 9 , past roll has less influence on present motion, while past heave and pitch continue to have influence for a long time.
Simulation of the Mobile Harbor only
In order to confirm the validity of the equations of the motion in the time domain, MH's motion without stabilizing was calculated in the time domain and compared to the results obtained in the frequency domain using MH's response amplitude operator (RAO) (Faltinsen, 1990) . were intentionally blocked to be motionless. Even though the conditions were different, the RMS rolls are similar in sea state 4. In addition, the several reasons why the roll in sea state 4 is much larger than in sea state 3 are that wave amplitude in sea state 4 is over twice amplitude of sea state 3, the sensitivity of the response of the MH when the MH's natural frequency is similar to the wave modal frequency, and the MH is more responsible under low frequencies as shown in Fig. 8 . The larger sea state is, the more wave energy is concentrated to the lower frequencies.
Coupled motion simulation
MH's motions controlled by ART and AMD were simulated using Eqs. Since ART is a passive device, the initial roll increases compared to the roll without control. However, MH stabilized quickly after just one rolling period. AMD can reduce the first roll amplitude, and if the gain is tuned more accurately, it is expected that its capability would be increased. load, respectively. In these tables, roll is normalized using the regular wave slope which is described by multiplying the wave number () by the wave amplitude (). The design of ART adopted for the middle load condition was slightly different from the one for the full load whose dimensions listed in Table 2 in order to fit ART's natural frequency into the middle load MH's natural frequency.
In terms of Table 3 , designed anti-rolling devices achieve the desired performance in the full load condition. In the case of the middle load condition in which the metacenter is very high, the resulting natural frequency is also large. For this reason, it was difficult to design possible size of ART, and it influenced on mismatching of natural frequencies between MH and ART. This deteriorated the ART's roll reduction performance.
Roll reduction performance in irregular waves
The roll reduction performance in irregular waves of sea state 4 were calculated and summarized in Tables 5 and 6. A fin stabilizer, which is the most effective stabilizer, is known to reduce 40-50 % of the RMS roll in irregular waves . Therefore, it seems that the currently designed anti-rolling devices would be designed normally, and it is also expected that the performance will improve if the gains of AMD are tuned deliberately and ART is redesigned for wave modal frequency in the case of middle load MH. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the coupled equations of the motion of the Mobile Harbor (MH), which is a new conceptual transportation system, and anti-rolling devices were The resonant roll reduction performance of designed anti-rolling devices, which were the anti-rolling tank (ART) and active mass driving system (AMD), were assessed using a simulation algorithm based on developed coupled equations of motion. In addition, the roll reduction performances in irregular waves were assessed with respect to the loading conditions. It seemed that the designed anti-rolling devices were suitable for the desired performance. If the gains of AMD are tuned deliberately, the roll reduction performance will improve.
Finally, it is expected that the developed simulation algorithm can be used successfully in the conceptual design phase of anti-rolling devices in order to confirm those roll reduction performances.
